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Getting the lay of the land
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pancake_Bay,_from_the_Lookout.jpg



The 5 pillars of Wikipedia

1. Wikipedia is an Encyclopedia.
2. Wikipedia requires a neutral point of view.
3. Wikipedia is free content that anyone can edit and 

distribute
4. Wikipedians should always be polite to one another
5. Wikipedia does not have firm rules besides the five 

general principles presented here.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars



Notability
“If a topic has received significant coverage in reliable sources that are 
independent of the subject, it is presumed to be suitable for a stand-alone 
article or list.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notability

Think about it as making an argument for inclusion. 

Notability can be challenging to prove for certain topics and people if their life and 
activities are not documented in secondary sources.



Beware of islands...

By en:User:Mwanner [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], via Wikimedia Commons



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Anderson_(dancer)



Focus in on “notable” figures

Conflict of interest

Think about the landscape and think about weaving your content in

Where can you out build from? Do you need to improve an article to provide a 
strong base to work from?

Choosing content



Use your Sandbox to stage articles

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Smallison/sandbox



Citations 

Use Zotero (demo)

Worldcat ISBN look-up tool (demo)

You can cite material in archives but be cautious around 
issues of “original research.” It’s best to stick to secondary 
sources.



Style guidelines
It is very important to follow the Wikipedia manual of style.

Pay attention to section headers, writing style/voice, citations, etc.

Wikipedia Manual of Style:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style



Talk pages
Talk pages give you further information about an article, such as article level (stub, 
start class, etc.)

Is a place for editors record questions or comments about an article

Can provide information about whether an article belongs in a project (such as 
Canadian music)

It is a good idea to look to see whether there is any content on an article’s talk 
page.



Infoboxes
{{Infobox musical artist

| name                = Judith R. Cohen

| background          = solo_singer, 

| birth_name          = Judith Rita Cohen

| alias               = כהן, יהודית,

| birth_date          =  {{Birth date and 
age|1949|12|09}}

| birth_place         = [[Montreal]], Quebec, 
Canada

| residence =[[Toronto]], [[Ontario]], Canada

|



Categories



Commons
● You may consider using Wikimedia Commons for the project. Illustrating articles adds visual 

interest. 

● remember that all content on Wikimedia projects needs to be openly licensed and free to use. That 
means if you want to add a photo or other material it needs to be free of copyright and/or 
permissions granted



Wikidata
Celine Dion: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q5105

Buffy Sainte-Marie: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q467027

Dewey Balfa: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q3025569

Mariposa Folk Festival 1967: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q30014898



https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b1/Donating_data_to_Wikidata.webm

Video on donating data to Wikidata



Be Bold

This work is licensed under a 
Creative Commons 

Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 
International License.


